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Background

 Most scholarship focuses on qualitative case studies

 Search for a deterministic, univariate explanation

 Authors developed a data set on nuclear proliferation that identifies 

four stages to weaponization

 No noticeable interest

 Serious exploration of the weapons option

 Launch of a weapons program

 Acquisition of nuclear weapons



Background cont.

 Authors conduct survival models and multinomial logistic regressions 

to test three hypotheses

 Technological determinants: role of economic development and 

declining cost of weapons

 External determinants: role of the security environment created by the 

great powers

 Internal determinants: role of domestic factors such as regime type and 

economic policies



Technological Determinants

 Once a country has the latent capacity, proliferation becomes 

inevitable.

 Economic prosperity, literacy levels, scientific development

 Can be achieved through an intentional effort or as a result of natural 

growth

 Not sufficient in itself

 Plenty of states who have the latent capacity to proliferate have 

chosen not to



External Determinants

 Emphasizes the willingness, rather than the ability of states to 

proliferate

 Focuses on two factors:

 Presence (or absence) of a security threat

 Security guarantee from a powerful alliance power

 Insufficient as well

 Many states with security threats do not pursue proliferation



Domestic Determinants

 Four main determinants:

 Democracy

 Liberalizing governments

 Autonomous elites

 Symbolic/status motivations



Proliferation Data

 Dependent variable

 First explosion/assembly of weapons

 Pursuit of weapons

 Exploration of weapons



Explanatory Variables



Hazard Model Results



Effect of Explanatory Variables



Multinomial Logit Model Results



Countries That Could Have 

Proliferated 



Conclusion

 Nuclear weapon proliferation is well accounted for by existing 

theories

 External security threat

 Role of great power alliances

 Economic/technological advancements

 Reducing the external security threat and promoting economic 

interdependence may reduce the desire to proliferate
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Background

 Most studies assert regime type has little if any affect on nuclear 

proliferation

 These studies generally code all states as being democratic or non-

democracies

 Way and Weeks believe that personalistic dictatorships need to be 

examined individually

 E.g. Kim Jung Un, Muammar Gaddafi 

 Way and Weeks’ argument: Personalistic democracies have greater 

incentives and less constraints to proliferate than leaders of other 

regimes.



The State of the Literature

 Most studies focus on the autocracies vs. democracies

 Chafetz (1993): Democracy spreads the zone of peace, reducing 

security dilemmas

 Sasikumar and Way (2009): Democracies are more transparent, 

reducing the effect of elites

 Montgomery (2005): Factors that push proliferation do not vary much 

between autocracies and democracies

 Perkovich (1999): Democracies have an incentive to proliferate as a 

way of pandering to nationalist populations

 Kroenig (2009): Democratic regimes face pressure to proliferate from 

constituencies which favor nuclear development



Domestic Institutions and 

Proliferation

 Motives: 

 Nuclear weapons may deter attacks and prevent possible coercion

 Benefits important domestic interests groups

 International prestige

 Protection of external interference

 Cost and Constraints:

 Extensive economic costs

 International backlash

 Domestic actors who oppose proliferation



Politics of Personalistic Dictatorships

 Personalistic dictators enjoy a tremendous amount of discretion

 Military or political parties have little independent power

 Have to root out internal opposition

 Create a cult of personality or a “sink or swim” situation for insiders

 Keep the military relatively weak to prevent coups

 Makes nuclear weapons more important

 Personalist dictators face fewer internal constraints



Empirical Analysis

 Effects of cause approach instead of cause of effects

 Omits variables which are caused by personalism

 E.g. Alliances or economic integration

 Done to avoid post-treatment bias

 Dependent variable: pursuit of nuclear weapons (Singh and Way 

2004) and (Jo and Gartzke 2004)



Empirical Analysis

 Personalization is measured by 8 indicators

 Does access to high government offices depend on personal favor from 
the leader?

 Is the politburo or equivalent a rubber stamp?

 Does the leader control the security forces?

 Does the leader choose party leaders?

 Was the successor or heir-apparent a family member or close 
compatriot?

 Is the military hierarchy disorganized or did the leader create a new 
military force?

 Have dissenting officers or officials been murdered, purged, or exiled?

 Have military officers been marginalized from decision making?



Results



Results Using Singh and Way’s

Coding



Results Using Jo and Gartzke’s

Coding



Conclusion

 Policymakers should discourage leaders from amassing large 

amounts of personal power

 Personalistic dictatorships need to be watched closely

 External regime change may encourage nuclear proliferation

 American policy is often counter-productive


